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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The teaching of reading has greatly improved in
the rural schools during the last decade. Silent and oral
objectives and procedures have produced marked results
where the teaching has to be skilful, therefore the teach
ers who have the clearest aims or objectives are those who
do the best work. In order to do her best work the teacher
must not only know the children committed to her care, but
must have a knowledge of home life, the family life, and
cultural opportunities, She should know something of the
ways people make a living and the type of recreational op
portunities offered In the immediate community. It Is en
couraging to note the Improvement yet this Is a subject
that needs considerable study. Let each conscientious
teacher realize that "Education is growth" and work to
that end.
Statement of the Problem Improving the Third Grade Reading in The Ollle
Hill School: Reading is getting thought from the printed
page. In order for the child to get the thought the proper
method of teaching must be employed by the teacher.
Importance of Reading It is very important that children be taught to
read with understanding, for reading Is the key to all
knowledge. A child*s progress In all other subjects de
pends upon his ability to read understandingly.
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Seeding Is a school art* for ©11 other subjects
depend upon It and are approached through It, 1

Our

foundation for education la based upon our ability to read,
Training In good reading habits should be
started la the first reading lessons. Heading i© a thought
getting and thou^t giving process. She purpose of teach
ing a child to read is to ©sable bin first, to get the
thought from the print©! page, and second, to give the
thought to others.
Thought getting or learning to road charac
terizes the greater part of the instruction during the
first three years of life In school, The process in
cludes the following stops (1), learning the nooning of
words and their pronounciatlon, (4) understanding the
selection reed.
There ere three methods in teaching primary
reeding in general use. They arc known m sentence method,
the word method and the phonetic method.
The sentence method begins with the sentences
which the pupils arc taught to read at eight then he pro
ceeds to study the separate words of the sentences so that
thoy nay be recognised alone. Since the sentence is a unit
of thought and expression and since the child grasps
things as a whole this is by far the xaost desirable method
1

Haggorty - Choice of Method®, ?©g« 166.
Houston Mifflin Company, Hew York, 1031.
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to use at til© beginning. 1 It is much easier to teach a
to read a sentence such ass I have a cat. John has
a book, than to teach him the same number of words when
they have no relation to one another; hence a skilful
teacher in reading selects certain objects in which the
children will take a lively interest, and after obtaining
from them through questioning, the desired sentences she
will write these on the board and then have the pupils to
read then.
The next step is to lead them to recognize differ
ent words and phrases as they occur in the sentences by
asking questions and leading the pupils to make other
statements about the objects. This is done by having pu
pils read sentences containing the same words in differ
ent order. It Is seen that the sentence method and word
method are Inseparable, in fact the so-called word method
is only a phase of teaching reading by the sentence method.
She phonetic method consists of the analysis of
words for the purpose of discovering the sounds of tie
letters which the word contains. This method when once
learned places the pupil in possession of ability to dis
cover and pronounce a great many words for himself. She
successful method In reading consists in the blending of
the three methods and no teacher can obtain the best
results without using them all and in the order named.
1

Henderson - Materials and Methods. Page 170.
Olnn and Company, Kew York, 1928,
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Source of Data - Improving the Third Grade
Heading in the OIlie Hill School* The data for this thesis
has been gathered from books on reading from the Prairie
View College Library from magazines, from classroom in
structions and through the teacher's own experience.
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CHAPTER II
TESTING PUPILS TO DETERMINE NEEDS
Description of teats used Testing: - There Is no need of wasting the
Child*s time by going over what he knows or by teaching
something beyond his grasp. To eliminate this waste of
time tests should be given to determine his needs. This
Is the me

d used in Ollie Hill School.
testing to determine the needs of the pupils

I used a series of tests at different Intervals. The
tests used were the Noare-Greene Standardized Reading
Tests and Informal Objective Tests. The type of tests used
In the Noare-Greene Tests were: picking out right words
In paragraphs, finding right endings and drawing lines
under correct answers.
The children were encouraged to work as fast as
possible In order to re-read and to make any changes they
desired. They were instructed to pick out the most Impor
tant facts In the paragraph. They were tested to find out
whether they could follow exact directions by drawing
lines under correct answers.
The informal tests consisted of completion,
true-false-matching, multiple choice and finding certain
expressions in reading lessons. This test covered materi
als used in reading assignments.
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Other Materials Used Other materials used were {1} charts: Phrase
charts were made of stiff brown paper and used for build
ing stories of sentences and matching words with vegeta
bles and fruit.
A number of charts were used such as rules we
observe. Example: We listen while others talk. We walk
quietly. W© keep our room in order. Stories of excursions
— a visit to a farm.

Things we brought to school*

Example: Mary brought a doll.
Charts for information - The postman brings the mail.
Moths fly at night.
Charts in diary form. Example: Monday - we had a program
today.
Rhymes - I can fly up in the sky.
Charts of plans. - We are going to make a basket. It will
have a handle.
Pictures In studying pictures the children would name the
things they saw in the pictures and then tell the story of
the picture. Sometimes they dramatized the story and some
times they reported orally on the different parts of the
story made from the study of the picture.
Bulletin Boards I placed on the bulletin board printed instruc
tion such as those used in informal tests, which called
for reading and doing.
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The duties were posted on the bulletin board
and each child had to read the board to find out what he
to do, I would also put news items on the board and
let the children read them. As they improved in reading
I used increasingly difficult material.
Posters Posters were used by calling attention to a
book or groups of books. Suitable pictures illustrating
books, pictures of writers,book jackets and Interesting
headings used, helped children make the choice of books.
?Aien ever possible I told the children something about
the person who wrote the book and how he happened to write
it.
Blackboard A list of known words were written on the board.
Each word began with a consonant to be developed such as
said, say, saw and sang. The pupils read the word and
drew rings around the parts that looked alike and sounded
alike in all the words. Then 1 had them to listen to the
sounds as the words were read, then they were asked to
say it. I then made a list of unknown words which began
with the same consonant. Then, we played ear training
games. The pupils listened while I called the words. When
a word was called that began with the sound that was being
developed the pupils clapped their hands.
Library Little story books were taken from the library
and read. The pupils were allowed to tell the story in
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their own words and usually allowed to dramatize the story.
They were permitted to tell In a few sentences something
Interesting about a book they had reed. This aroused the
interest of other children and caused them to want to read
the books. The children wrote short notes on cards about
the books they had read and placed them in the library.
Other children found the books by reading the cards.
The library should contain all types of reading
materials available for pupils to read such as: supplemen
tary readers, basal readers, periodicals and magazines.
Work type reading should be appropriate for the age that
is to use it. Material should develop language ability of
the child, build vocabulary and teach sight recognition.
Defects found in Reading. The defects found in reading by the tests given
were: Slow rate of reading due to short eye span. The
eyes were only able to take in one or two words at a
glance, Lack of comprehensions After reading a number of
sentences, the pupils were tested on them. Scene were not
able to give them back in their own words. Sometimes a
pupil was not able to recognize a word though used several
times in a lesson.
Another defect found in reading was pointing to
words. The eyes were not able to move any faster than the
hands. Saying words with the lipc called for slow rate of
reading except when the lip movement helped him identify
new words. The moving of the head was also found among the
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defects of reading. Some children ^ere freer from these
defects than others.
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CHAPTER III
Remedial Measures Used after the First Test It became necessary to make some changes In
procedure to correct defects shown by the first test. To
bring about a remedy for the defects found I used drills.
Drills A drill in oral reading was used for each child
that had the defects. The pupils read silently first then
orally. His mates acted as an audience. He should be able
to pronounce all words accurately and readily. He was made
responsible for reading rapidly and regularly enough so
that his audience could understand his story and enjoy It.
Various motives were used for reading orally such as, reading to inform the group on a given subject, or reading
a story for the pleasure and entertainment of his audience.
He would read to verify a point, to present the most beau
tiful or the funniest part.
The poorest readers would read first. The others
with books closed would listen. Then each in turn would
read to the class.
Since oral reeding has for its chief purpose the
instruction and entertainment of others, the greatest
means of motivation is found in the provision of an
audience.
1

x

Bruekner and Melby - Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching Page 598,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Hew York, 1931.
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Dramatization, was also found to be one of the
best means for stimulating expression.
In silent reading attention was called to diffi
cult words or phrases and I also pointed out needs of
eliminating lips and head movements. Silent reading was
stimulated by having pupils to summarize, give oral re
ports or by dramatization of the thought obtained.
A "club without fingers" was organized and paper
badges were worn by those who did not point. There were
also printed directions for the class to read and do.
The greatest difficulty in teaching silent
reading was maintaining balance when raising speed and
comprehension. Increasing speed and rate lower comprehen
sion and dwelling too insistently on comprehension may as
seriously affect the speed.

1

In attempting to increase

speed and comprehension I was aware of the general diffi
culties that had to be overcome: lip movements, pointing
with fingers, faulty eye movement and poor interpretation.
Devices for Increasing rate and speed - Phrase
flash cards were used for Increasing speed as the use of
them Intended to lower the number of fixations and to In
crease eye span.
The smaller the number of fixations the eye makes
in reading a line the longer will be the span of recognl1

Material Aids and Devices. Vol. I. Page 72.
Ginn and Company, New York.
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fclon or the scope of attention.

1

Reading under time

limited, increases speed when the children understand the
method.
A signal was given for all to begin and at the
end a signal was given to stop. Each child marked the
word that he had reached and counted the number of words
that he had read. His reading rate per minute was estab
lished and each one was encourage to raise or break his
own record.
To improve comprehension each child was asked
to read a paragraph silently in class then to give the
chief thought.
Dramatization Dramatizing a story calls for comprehension.
A reading match was an excellent stimulus for
silent reading. They first rend an assignment and asked
each other wuestlons alternately, sitting down when they
failed to answer. Reading between quotation marks was a
favorite exercise. The children used conversation and each
child watched to be ready to read his part.
Drill - Aids The thing to be done was to provide easy reading
material. At the beginning of the oral reading class five
or ten minutes were spent in rapid drills on words, word
££*oup3 and expression sentences. Very simple words were
1

Material Aids and Devices - Vol. I. Page 68.
Ginn and Company, lew York.
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listed for drill in enunciations rest, best, let, met, bet,
slip, rip, tip, fed, red, breed, which, when, where, to get
consonant sound*
For recognition of word groups the following
drill courses were used (1) Flash cards were used on
which were printed word groups found in the reading lesson.
The cards were flashed before the pupils1 eyes for In
stant recognition,(2) again the word groups were written
on the board and covered with a curtain. When ready to
use, the curtain was removed and the pupils vied with one
another in recognizing the groups. (3) Sometimes the pu
pils were given little finders, small pieces of paper one
inch in length, with narrow windows half an inch wide. The
children were told to place the finders over certain
groups of words which were named* These devices for word
recognition were used to overcome the tendency to read one
word at a time. If the eye is to become as efficient at
sense getting as the ear, it must be trained to take in
entire words at a glance.

1

(4) Sentences in the text

that were capable of being rendered with considerable ex
pression were also placed on the board. The children were
brought to a certain pitch of emotion and then asked to
read the sentences.
I had them

imagine they had found a poor wet

little kitty that had been chased by an ugly dog. Then
1

Henderson - Material and Methods. Page 375.
Ginn and Company, Hew York. 1928.
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they reed, "Oh, you poor little kitty". Much tine was
spent In working up the proper feeling end emotion. A
story such as "Hie Little Match Girl", must be approached
with feeling of sympathy and charity* Often tines these
feelings were aroused by pictures, a description or a
question or two which put the child in the proper atmos
phere.
As soon as they were ready they were asked to
open their books to the right pages, read the first para
graph to themselves to find out what kind of heme

"The

Little Matcli Girl" lived in, or why she was called "The
Little Match Girl". When all or most all were ready one.
was askea to stand face the class and read the answer

to

the question. Miile he was reading the rest of the class
was listening, this provided an audience and gave him a
desire to do his best for the class. After his reading he
was asked to suggest criticisms of his own reading, Ms
audience was asked to give constructive criticism. T7hen a
pupil showed by rendition of certain parts of sentences
that he did not get the meaning, a question designed to
bring out the correct meaning was asked him either by the
teacher or by the other members of the class.
When ever possible the pupils were allowed to
dramatize the text. Example: "Henry answered slowly and
thoughtfully". Here the reader was expected to assume an
air of thoughtfulness and to answer slowly and In the man
ner In which he thought it was done in the story. By using
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such method the expression and oral reading were improved
very much.
Silent Reading material Material for silent reading should contain in
formation, should be rich In detail and so arranged that
definite questions can be asked about what has been read
and that only one answer can be found for each question.

1

She work was so arranged that definite check could be
made on the pupil's speed and comprehension In reading,
The lesson was hectographed and one copy given to each
child, The papers were placed on desks face downward and
left there until given a signal to turn over. A question
was asked and a signal given to start. Each child turned
Ms paper over and started reading at top speed to find
the answer to the question. As soon as he found the answer
he stood. When all or nearly all were standing, some one
was asked to give the answer. If the answer was incor
rect another child was asked to give the answer.
Retesting On retesting after a certain period of time I
found that several children had greatly Improved In read
ing both silent and oral.
Results The habits of lips and head movements had been
greatly eliminated. The majority of the class showed
1

Inskeep - Teaching Drill and Retarded Children. P. 455
Houghton Mifflin Company, Hew York.
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remarkable improvement although some still clung to the
old habits of pointing, moving the head instead, of the
eyes, and moving the lips. Some had not learned to enun
ciate distinctly nor pronounce the words correctly.
At the beginning I had much trouble in teaching
them to pronounce the final endings of words, but after
much drilling and retesting I found that many of then had
learned to pronounce the ed, er, and ing.
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CHAPTER IV
REMEDIAL MEASURES AFTER THE 3EC0KD TEST
Drills After the second test further drills were used*
Examples On Monday - A string was stretched across a con
venient corner for a clothes line and cut out articles
for clothing. The desired words for drill were printed and
pinned on the line. The question was asked "who will help
take down the wash"? At the close of the lesson cut outs
were given to the most auccessful pupil.
Tuesday -

On Tuesday I drew a line to represent a stove

top. I cut out the irons and printed the drill words on
them and pasted them on the stove. The problem was who
.

could tell whether the iron was hot enough* Each child
went up and touched the iron ll^itly as the words were said.
If the word was said correctly he was given a smaller
iron with the word on it to take hone to his mother.
Vednesday - The drill words ^ere printed on large baking
dishes. All who knew what it takes to "make a school
cake" received a small rolling pin with a word on it.
Thursday -

Mending Clothes. -

Large spools of thread

with needles on them were drawn on the board. The drill
words were printed on them to see who knew all kinds of
mending threads.
Friday -

Sweeping -

A large house was drawn on the

board and words were placed Inside. "A little broom is
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needed today". For each word he knew the child gave a
little sweep until he had the house cleaned. On rainy days
words printed on raindrops drawn on the hoard. All who
knew the words walked up to the hoard under a real um
brella to keep them dry. For a snowy or very cold day a
hill was drawn and drill words printed on it. Each child
was given a sled to slide under the words as he said them.
Each one started at the top of the hill and slid down.
Oral Heading Drills The children were given certain sentences to
find. The one finding the sentence first was allowed to
read it. The passages wore reed just as if he were telling
it in his own words. This was done in order to train the
child to read in his natural tone of speaking.
Silent Reading Drills The children were required to read to find cer
tain information.
Comprehension Drills Lists of Read and Do activities were placed on
the bulletin board and blackboard. The pupils were reaulred to read this list and do what they were told to do.
Certain directions were given them as finding the ri$it
words, and putting in missing words to make sentences
correct.
Example of a comprehension drill was as follows:
iSho got the milk?

Rat, Cat, bat.

How did the little girl feel? glad, sad, mad.
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I am mad© of iron* I can make a sweet sound. I live in
every school. I call children to church. What am I?
Dramatization Drills Short stories were chosen for dramatization.
Often the pupils made the conversation and acted out the
story. Example: "The Tar Baby", "The Boy and the Wolf.
"The Pox and the Grapes". They made sure to represent
each character represented. In this way the voice was
trained to speak in a conversational tone.
Phonetic Drills Family drill stories were used. The use of
family stories add pleasure and interest to such drills.
I told the story and allowed the pupils to supply words of
the family as they occurred In the story.
Examples Ail Family - John went to the seashore v/ith his
mother. He loved to see the sail boats. He liked to play
with his shovel and pail.
He found a small snail.
Iffot Family -

A king rode one night. When

the stars v?ere very bright. H© rode with all his might.
He had to hold very tight.

SO
CHAPTER V
The Observation and Results of Methods ffsed. The observation and results of methods used were
y

as follows: I found that after testing, drilling and retesting that there had been quite an improvement in some
and not so much in others although all had been helped to
a greater or lesser extent*
Improvement made in Reading The rate of reading due to eye span was improved,
ilore words were taken in at one fixation.
The comprehension was improved.
They were able to read and. reproduce paragraphs
and were able to recognise words in a sentence.
Pointing with fingers or pencil was greatly
eliminated.
Lips and head movement Improved.
There were improvements made In the sounding of
the endings of words.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AKD COHCLUSIOK
Reading Is the main factor In our* dally life.
Tile teaching of reading has been a serious problem In rural
schools, but in recent years much attention has been given
to the iirgproveasent of reading. The plan for Improving read
ing has been to secure easy reading material through li
braries and creating a desire for reading.
To Instruct rural boys and girls so as to ob
tain the best habits, skills and accuracy In reading, the
teacher should employ the best possible method, so that
these rural boys and girls may receive the best possible
training for citizenship through reading.
In conclusion I find two factors of wide ex
periences gained through reading.
1. The contributions to the brood well rounded develop
ment of the reader.
2. A vide experience aid In the Interpretation of life
situation.
Speed and comprehension In reading are desira
ble factors therefore we need to train for them.
Improving the Third Grade Reading In The Ollle
Hill School described in this thesis will be recognized as
such from the personal experiences of the teacher.
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